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A New Era of Missions and Evangelism
We are calling 60,000 believers to The Send in Orlando, Florida, on February 23, 2019, for a tipping point gathering we believe could spark one
of the greatest eras of missions and evangelism. The Send is a national
campaign and collaborative stadium gathering seeking to activate every
believer into a lifestyle of Christ-like action.
We see a great need in our nation and the nations of the earth for practical solutions in order to bring about real change. We believe the
solution is every willing individual taking action. Our heartbeat is
that out of this gathering thousands will volunteer to pray, serve, and
adopt one of these “5 Mission Fields” to see the needs of others met
with love:
1. Children Living as Orphans: At The Send we are launching
"1MILLIONHOME", a global initiative to get one million orphaned
children into permanent families in one thousand days.
2. High Schools: We want to see hundreds of high schools adopted
and Jesus Clubs established that offer hope for students suffering
with depression, anxiety, fear, etc.
3. Universities: On average, less than 5% of university students in
America participate in a Christian group or organization. We are
believing for a fresh wave of evangelists on universities.
4. Neighborhoods: 56% of Americans are very or somewhat willing to
receive information about a faith community from a friend or
neighbor. We are believing for every Christian to actively engage
their neighbors with the gospel.
5. Nations: 3.1 billion people in the world have never heard the
gospel. We’re believing for a new wave of missionaries that would
sign up at The Send to join a missions sending organization.
Leading the day of The Send are Youth With A Mission, TheCall, Lifestyle
Christianity, Christ For All Nations, Jesus Image, Circuit Riders,
Dunamis Movement, and many others for 12 hours of worship, prayer, and
activation from 10 AM - 10 PM in Camping World Stadium.

